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WHY SHOULD WE TRANSITION? 

WHY SHOULD WE TRANSITION?

▸ It’s the Anthropocene, stupid!

A

Source: CAT, 2018 Source: SEI, 2015



GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

▸ IPCC: Energy production remains the 

primary driver of greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions worldwide.

▸Despite the efforts achieved by the 

ongoing energy transition - renewable 

generation increased at an annual 

average rate of 6.4% between 2009 

and 2014, and provided about 23.5% 

of all electricity generated in 2015, the 

required renewable installed capacity 

is only beginning to shape a new 

configuration of the energy landscape.
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

▸ In order to meet the Paris Agreement’s 2°C and 

1.5°C scenarios, at least 80% of the world’s 

hydrocarbons must remain in the ground in order 

to achieve such targets (IEA 2014). 

▸This means that, in order to meet growing energy 

demands, particularly in developing countries, an 

accelerated penetration and adoption of 

renewable technologies will be required (IEA, 

2017). 

▸However, as several authors demonstrate, such 

transitions will most likely have negative impacts 

that must be somehow managed through a ‘just’ 

transition process (Newell & Mulvaney, 2017).
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

‣This means that more ambitious actions targets within the energy sector will be 

required to meet the commitments of the Paris Agreement.

‣This has led to an increasing demands form local communities, grass-root organizations and 

activists to incorporate effective social participation in renewable energy projects around the 

globe.

‣Nevertheless, decisions about the energy transition are consolidated in centers of global 

power, with little understanding of the uneven distribution of costs and benefits and with 

important social costs and impacts: 

‣We know the cost of the transition for carbon neutrality ($68 trillion USD, according to the 

International Energy Agency’s Sustainable Development Scenario). 

‣Still little linkage is made between carbon neutrality and the global energy poor which are 

still 1.3 billion people without access to electricity, 5.5 in total without the necessary 

conditions. (IEA, 2017; PPEO, 2017; UNDP, 2016).
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CURRENT STATE OF THE ENERGY 
TRANSITION IN MEXICO
▸The energy transition has been managed largely through the economic, 

technical and managerial integration of renewable energy into the grid.

▸Mexico includes nuclear, carbon capture and storage, and bog 

hydropower within the definition of “Clean Energy”, which amounts to 

21.08% of the energy matrix.

Source: SENER, 2018

Source: SENER, 2018
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▸ Structural and post-political: Poverty, 
inequality, lack of representation and exclusion 
from decision-making process regarding territory 
management, resource access and distribution of 
risks, costs and benefits.  Project-based simulation 
consultations and participation.

Source: ICM, 2017

▸ Institutional and public policy: lack of adequate of 
access to information (regarding the legal framework), 
lack of trust in representatives and institutions and excess 
bureaucracy.

Social Conflicts

Reported as ‘delayed’ because 
of social impacts.

Source: El Financiero, 2017

CURRENT STATE OF THE ENERGY TRANSITION IN 
MEXICO

▸ This technocratic approach has led to a 

series of problems that are now interwoven 

with the energy transition process:

▸ Practices and implementation: there is asymmetry and opacity 
regarding access to information, lack of adequate legal frameworks, 
social responsibility mandated, effective spaces for participation and 
regulation. SIA, EIA, Consultation and Social Benefits are either 
unclear or incomplete.
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▸After the Constitutional Energy Reform of 2013, the electricity sector has opened new 

spaces for private participation, mainly in energy generation and supply (distribution 

and transmission are still under state-owned control).

▸Energy decisions are based  in cost-effective indicators, retail prices and more 

recently (2015) the emission reduction of the electricity sector.
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CURRENT STATE OF THE ENERGY TRANSITION IN 
MEXICO

▸ This has led the energy sector 

to be addressed mainly in 

technical and technological 

terms, rendering much of the 

decisiones into technocratic 

and managerial issues, 

evacuating the social and 

political dimensions for 

decision-making.
Source: Myers et.al, 2018.



TEXT

CURRENT STATE OF THE ENERGY 
TRANSITION IN MEXICO
▸Participation and social impacts are assessed only on a project by project 

basis, and a few months before constriction. In other words, participation 

ONLY happens after the project is financed, scouted, approached by federal 

authorities and has at least 15 permits.*

▸The social dimensions have been rendered into a post-political 

condition, subordinated to market and technology driven schemes and 

rendered into technical decisions with simulative and limited 

capabilities of participation and representation at the local level.

▸This in turn has led to important local grass-root resistance movements, 

delays of renewable energy project and social conflicts surrounding Social 

and environmental impact assessments and Indigenous consultations.



TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN… ENERGY 
AUCTIONS

▸Energy auctions where adapted as part of the 

Electricity Whole-sale Market (LIE, 2014).

▸Through the auctions, the ministry of energy 

has allocated 56 projects (so far)  38 solar, 17 

wind and 1 geothermal, which account for a 

3% increase in installed capacity and a total 

investment of around 9 billion USD.

▸The price for the auctions reached 

international world records 3 times in a row: 

$43, $33 and $20.57 USD/MWh.

Resumen No. De proyectos

Yucatán 10

Tamaulipas 6

Baja California Sur 1

Jalisco 1

Aguascalientes 8

Guanajuato 4

Coahuila 7

Chihuahua 3

Sonora 7

Oaxaca 1

Nuevo Leon 2

San Luis Potosí 1

Morelos 1

Baja California 1

Tlaxcala 1

Zacatecas 1

$20.57 Mwh 

Nov 2017
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JUST TRANSITION IN MEXICO?

TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN… THE 
TERRITORY.

5



THE DILEMMA

1.The Energy Transition in Mexico is 

producing new forms of Land Grabs 

and human right violations as the 

discourse of climate change mitigation 

has become more and more 

prominent in the Energy sector.

2.The Mexican NDC places a 

substantial amount of mitigation and 

responsibilities into the energy sector. 

Yet, the NDC is still far from 

meeting the Paris Agreement 

pathway towards a 2° and 1.5°C by 

2030.

ENERGY TRANSITION IN MEXICO B

Current 

pathway

2°C and 

1.5°C 

Pathways

Source: CAT, 2018



WHAT IS A JUST ENERGY TRANSITION? 

An energy transition is understood as:

▸The progressive transformation of the 

predominant/incumbent socio-technical system based in 

fossil fuels towards the integration of renewable energy 

in order to address the risks presented by climate 

change, meeting the future demands of  and increasing 

challenges created by the new regime (i.e. intermittency 

and EROI), but also addressing the inequalities produces 

by the former regime (i.e. energy poverty, 

democratization and centralization).

JUST TRANSITION C



CONSIDERING JUSTICE IN THE ENERGY 
TRANSITION

Image from Coquí, Puerto Rico. 

Taken before Hurricane Maria. 
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CONSIDERING JUSTICE IN THE ENERGY 
TRANSITION
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ADDRESSING THE 
PROBLEM
▸ So, we need to reduce emissions, but at the same time we need to address social 

justice. 

▸But HOW?

▸ I will propose three theoretical approaches that could lead to a just 

energy transition framework:

1. Understanding the socio-technical system approach, using 

the MLP and Lock-in frameworks.

2.Using a SCOT framework.

3.Incorporating social innovation to increase social value.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK D



1. SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS APPROACH 
(I)
▸Socio-Energy Systems refer to the combination of assemblages and arrangements of people, 

technologies, infrastructures, knowledges and nature (resources, non-humans) that are able to 
articulate and produce activities such as generation, transport, distribution, commercialization and 
consumption of  energy, along with its value chains and other associated economic activities.

▸Therefore, the transformation of the socio-technical systems has political, economic, organizational 
and institutional effects that shape and shift the practices and social behaviors. While at the same 
time, these systems are molded by decisions, socio-political processes and preferences of actors, 
hence:

1. The policies in the electricity sector can generate risks and social changes that must be 

considered in its design; 

2. Energy policy could include in a broader perspective of social problems, given its 

intrinsic and interwoven relationship between the energy sector and society.

3. Identify and map the existing social-energy relations, imagine new socio-energy futures, 

incorporate social networks and actors and generate a socio-energy governance system.
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1. SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEM APPROACH (II)

▸In this context different technological 
configurations are manifested within 
society in order to produce a socio-
energy system. This has to do with 
the interaction between niche, 
regime and landscape.

▸The energy sector in the result of the 
coproduction between the social 
dimension and the technological 
developments in this Multilevel 
perspective. 

▸Changes within technology are normally 
resisted by sector and groups that 
perceive negative impacts on their 
interests. This condition is normally  
considered to be a Technological Lock-
in.

Source: Adapted from Geels (2011)
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1. TECHNOLOGICAL LOCK-IN

Predomina

nt 

technology

Instituti

onal

Social

Organ

ization

al.

Industri

al

Tecnol

ógico

Régimen Sociotécnico

Tech. 

“X2”

Techno

logy 

“X”

Niches

Government Policies

Regulation

Socialization of systems, 

adaptability, preferences and 

expectations

Standards, value chains, path 

dependance, etc.

Dominant design, compatibility, standards, 

architecture and infrastructure.

Routines, Trainings and 

Departamentalizations.

Technologies are locked-
in the predominant socio-
technical system.

This condition limits the 
capability of other technologies 
to participate in the 
predominant socio-technical 
regime.

Tech

“X3”

Source: Adapted from Unruh (2002).
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2. SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF TECHNOLOGY 
(SCOT FRAMEWORK)

▸A Social Construction of Technology (SCOT) approach can 

lead towards a more comprehensive understanding of how 

the ‘social’ is needed nor only for innovation but fir acceptance 

and in order to understand the politics and distributions of 

power:

▸For Example the case of the Smart Nano-filter in Zimbabwe (Saidi; Zeiss 

2017): “a water filter may, at the same time, constitute a solution to lack of 

access to clean drinking water, a threat to income of the municipality, a breach of 

social values and protocols, and a source of conflict within a village. The filter, 

which constituted a potential solution to the problem of access to clean water, 

runs the risk of not being used. ”
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2. SCOT FRAMEWORK EXAMPLE

Source: Taken from Saidi; and Zeiss 2017
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3. POVERTY ERADICATION BY INCORPORATING THE 
SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF ENERGY 

▸Hence, considering the social dimensions of the energy sector presents 3 Key ideas to 

address the just energy transition:

1. Energy investments are worthwhile when they create significant new social value: 

That is (distributed) economic, social benefits, risks, burdens and injustices

Integrated and distributed across full life cycles and supply chains of the socio-

technical systems and diverse communities inhabiting them. 

2. The delivery of socially valuable energy services requires designing new socio-

technical assemblages: imagining, designing, building, operating, maintaining and 

scaling energy arrangements entails expertise, work and organization.

3. The social value of energy requires innovative ecosystems and community 

participation, engagement and reinvestment with norms, rules and practices that 

allows for a broader governance of the energy sector

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK D



3. POVERTY ERADICATION BY INCORPORATING THE 
SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF ENERGY 

▸ To change the relationship between energy and poverty requires a reboot in our energy imagination. 

Old Paradigm: Techno-Economics New Paradigm: Social Investment 

Source: Taken from Miller, 2017 and UN, 2018.
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3. PLACING SOCIAL INNOVATION AT THE 
CENTER.
▸New literature and research is emerging with transformative social innovations

(TSI) that aim to incorporate (a) actors, networks and spaces for diverse 

knowledge and practices can produce social value for projects and people. 

▸Only in through social innovations can we produce the right conditions to 

challenge, alter, or replace dominant institutions.

▸Social innovation leads to community engagement, relating to meaning, 

resilience and impact - Producing a common goals and endeavors.

▸Discourse formation, framing and social diversity are integral to the TSI 

process as they reflect the historial diversity of the people , values, 

visions, relations and the diverse institutional forms that fit with their 

differing values, future visions and present circumstances.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK D



THE 4 PRINCIPLES OF A JUST TRANSITION -
JASANOFF
▸The energy transition is being imagined at the centers of global power, in which development and 

technological change are seen as a means to achieve sustainable futures. However, less attention is 

paid to the uneven consequences of such endeavors. 

▸There are few principles in place for how to effect an energy transition with due attention to social 

justice in an unequal world.

▸A new framework would require: 

a) Adequate framing: Social inequalities, access and environmental concerns must be at the center. 

Trade-offs should be acknowledged and addressed.

b) Assessing vulnerability: Mainly at the local level when seeking global benefits. 

c) Distribution concerns: Distributional justice requires risks, burdens and benefits through politicization 

and access to decision-making.  

d) Learning: (probably the most important point) learn from others by recognizing multiple actors, 

knowledge, perspectives, identities and cultures and their relation to the energy sector.

A JUST ENERGY TRANSITION E

Source: Taken from Jasanoff, 2015.



DEFINING A JUST ENERGY TRANSITION

▸Understanding and addressing the social and environmental conflicts presents a window of 

opportunity for the construction of an adequate theoretical framework to develop a just 

energy transition: 

▸A just energy transition entails: 

▸The just distribution of costs and benefits to transition from one energy system to 
another;

▸Compensating those sectors that are affected by the energy transition;

▸Addressing the social inequalities generated by the previous socio-technical 
regime;

▸Guarantee that the energy sector is planed and governed through and with 
enough adequate spaces for participation and representation;

▸Address the energy needs of the present without compromising the needs of the 
future.

A JUST ENERGY TRANSITION E



JUST ENERGY TRANSITION (II)

▸The governance of the energy sector lacks sufficient consideration of the social dimension that 

surrounds it. The governance of the sector is integrated by thee fundamental domains:

▸The design of sectorial policies;

▸The planning of the electricity system;

▸The development and management of energy projects.

▸A review of the governing documents of the energy sector, show that their constitution is based in 

technical and economic aspects such as energy resources prospectives, prices, demand, project 

development and investment, and the operation, retirement and technological changes, substantially 

narrowing the scope and reach of the planning of the sector. 

▸A just energy transition, therefore, requires the recognition and importance of the social dimensions of 

the energy sector within its different levels of governance, while at the same time an adoption of 

sufficient spaces for politicization of the energy sector governance. This is the only way that 

technological innovation will lead out of a technological Lock-in and create social value.
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CONCLUSION

▸In conclusion, the adequate management of the energy transition requires of an 

integration of different actors at the national, international and local levels, within 

different spaces that enable imagination, planning and development of the energy 

transition in Mexico.

▸This transition requires sufficiently legitimate, democratic and 

participatory/representative instruments in order to assure a just energy transition, 

build on a democratic bottom-up basis and with social value at is core. 

▸If we do not address and (try) to understand the social dimensions of the energy 

sector within its development, design, construction and operations, we will not 

only risk the viability of the energy transition, but we will not be able to address 

the social, political and economic inequalities that still prevail in the energy sector.

CONCLUSIONS F



POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

• The following are a set of policy recommendations that could help lead towards a just 
energy transition in Mexico and can also be addressed in other countries:

▸Modify and reform the existing policy instruments in the energy sector to address 
social evaluations and impacts (SIA, EIA, SEA, Indigenous consultations).

▸ Incorporate early planning models that allow for regional participatory 
assessments in specific zones.

▸ Develop a regulatory framework to address community owned/shares projects 
that place emphasis in scale and design.

▸ Develop alternatives for the development of large-scale projects beyond the 
auctioning process. Consider participatory mapping and social landscaping. 

▸ Increase and politicize spaces of participation in the governance of the energy 
sector.

CONCLUSIONS F
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